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Ask journalists where their newsroom gets most of the stories they cover on any given day

and the answers are often predictable-, news releases, scheduled events and breaking

news. Many of those stories come into the newsroom by phone and email, while assign¬

ment editors and reporters scan social media, the Web and local newspapers for other

ideas before the morning meeting. It doesn't take long before the day's news agenda is

full But ask journalists where they get their best stories and the list is substantially dif¬

ferent- from carefully cultivated sources, people in the community and deep data dives.

Routine assignments also can turn into memorable stories if reporters approach them with

an open and creative mind.
It takes clear thinking and hard work to produce a television story worth watching, an

online story that's a compelling read or an interactive element that helps the audience

understand the story better. In today's newsrooms, reporters may be asked to do all three,

so it's critically important to know what you'll need to make each story as informative and

engaging as it can be.
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CHAPTER 2

STORY-BUILDING BLOCKS
Every beginning reporter knows the basic questions any story must answer: the five Ws and

an H The reporter needs to know who did what, where and when, and if possible, why and

how But skilled reporters collect more than the essentia! facts, check them for accuracy

and oass them along. They look for the universal building blocks of great storytelling, even

when they're sent out on what appears to be the most boring assignment ever.

The assignment is just a location or a starting point, says award-winning plmojoum.l-

ist L,sa Berglund, It's up to you to find the story that may be lurking just below the sur¬

face To do that, experienced reporters advise, you may need to "stand there unul you

care." Unless you're covering breaking news, don't jump out of the car and siaa shooung

video right away; take a moment first to search for these building blocks.

Character

Memorable stories feature people who are directly involved in the issue or situation,

are directly affected by it, or have a stake in the outcome. Good reporters build stones

around strong characters whose experience illustrates a wider truth or the impact o, an

event or policy. They explore people's motivations in order to develop the characters m

their stories. For example, the volunteer serving meals at the soup kitchen might nave

been homeless once herselr. ^ i
"Great stories begin and end with people," says IV correspondent John Larson, noL

talking heads." Larson has a knack for finding characters when he's out covering news by

looking closely for reactions and listening intently. He once did a story about flight delays

at an airport socked in by fog entirely from the perspective of children who d been siuc<

there for hours.
What makes a great character? "Access," says photojournalist Darren Durlach. Us

not a person who's quick with one-liners or the loudest person in the room, it's someone

who will let you in and reveal what really makes them tick. "People have walls, but when

you get the feeling they may open up, stick with them," he advises. "When you find some¬
one to be compelling, most likely, you audience will also find them to be compelling.

Place

Great stories transport the audience to give them a sense of what it was like at the

scene Experienced reporters know how to bring a scene to life by using all of their

senses-not just looking and listening, but smelling and almost tasting a story so they can



use their observations to bring the audience closer to the story. They can tell us what bui n-

ing rubber smells like after an accident, and how far away you can reel the heat of a riie.

In some stories a place can become a kind of central character. In a story about the

aftermath of a tornado, for example, KARE-TV reporter Boyd Hupperi focused on how the

town had changed: The trees that had provided shade for generations were all gone, and

'hbors had lost their privacy.

otson

A story that speaks to a human emotion—whether it's anger, joy or empathy is moie

engaging to the audience. Ai Tompkins, broadcast and online group leader at the Poynter

Institute, often says that people remember what they feel longer 'than what they hear.

Good reporters look for the emotion in stories, even when it's not readily apparent, A

dry sentencing hearing has deep significance to someone in the counroom. You jusi have

to find that person and let him or her talk.

Detail

Well-chosen details help the audi¬

ence understand a story or character bet¬

ter. Reporters have to be keen observers

so they can collect details that will

enhance the story, not bog it down. It

might be useful to know how long the

city council members debated an ordi¬

nance, but only if they spent a particu¬

larly long or short amount of time doing

it. On the other hand, it would be worth

knowing that an American Indian doctor

is the grandchild of a tribal healer in a

story about the use of treatments that

blend traditional and modern medicines.

Think about the difference between

two stories focusing on a community

devastated by flooding. One includes

In a TV news story about a man being
sentenced for murder, this reaction shot
from a woman in the courtroom conveyed
the impact of the crime.

Source: KOMO-TV video courtesy of Kim Griffis.
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the other we hear from a person who is named and we learn erractl, ho,, long she's 6.ed
there. Which one better oon»e,s a real sense ot loss> Without detafc, a stor, sounds and

feels generic and therefore has less impacu

Tension or Surprise

Stones should make the audience want to know what happens next and how n will

all come out in the end. Tension may come from a conflict between characters or between

a character and an opposing force, like an insurance company deny.ng paymeni or a dis¬
ease threatening the person's life. Reporters should look for turning points and moments

that illustrate the central theme of a story, and surprises that come up along the way.

In a story about the changing housing market, for example, following a couple Tacin&

foreclosure would have a built-in plot line. "There's obstacles along the way, says Lai son.
"You don't know if they're going to oe

able to save their home. And during the course of

s. ¦ y-.-j.j' v ¦: '

A journalist is always on We lookout for stories. While some people may drive by a
cZruSmsite and wonder what's being built, a tonrnalist w.ll stop to asK.

Source.- Photo courtesy of Jared Senseman, photojournalist.
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that you learn more about the subject matter of the story." There might be surprises, as

well. Perhaps one spouse used to work for the bank that holds the moi igage, 01 the othei

sells real estate. As you report, make a note of anything that surprises you. It probably will

belong in your story.

For years, journalists have based a story's news value on such factors as il-meliness, impact,

proximity, controversy, prominence and oddity. Those are good guidelines, bui they don i

really help you find newsworthy stories that aren't on the daily calendar of events, online

or in the newspaper. You have to fine-tune your powers of observation and ask new ques¬

tions to unearth the stories others may miss, even when you are all covering ihe same

assignment,
Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter Jim Schaefer advises journalists to step away fioin

the computer." He tries to take a walk every afternoon just to see what's going on. "The

point is to be visible," Schaefer says. "You can be the smoothest talker, the funniest joker

or the best-looking reporter in town. But the reporter who geis ihe tip, I ihiiirx, is ihe

reporter seen the most."1

journalism can be a transient business, so you may find yourself working in an area

you know little or nothing about. It's incumbent upon you to learn your way around and

figure out what makes the community tick. The military motto "Time spent in reconnais-

sance is seldom wasted" applies just as well to journalists; the payoff in story ideas and ^ ^

sources is well worth the investment. Idea.
To get to know your community better, look at government data on local demogiaph-

ics and the economy (census.gov is a good starting point). Find out who the largest

employers are and whether they're thriving or hurting. Check with the local chambers of

commerce, convention and visitors bureaus, and historical societies to get a sense of the

area's past as well as its present.
It may seem obvious that you need to read the local newspaper, but don't forget to

check smaller community newspapers or hyperlocal news sites that cover neighborhoods

or the suburbs, or that serve different ethnic or minority groups. Be sure to scan the com¬

ments and letters to the editor—they can provide a glimpse into the community s values,

i ;_i r> ic rnH fp.iu show hosts to see what the hot topics are. I hey oftenLliLcll LO ICIUIO ^..iu L-..v
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hase a linger 0„ the pul5e o, ^ ^

to. Watch as much local news on television as yo , Facebook gr0UpS and Red-

w^up ™a da5si,,ed

ad that read, "For Sale-. Fainting Goats."

Cultivate Curiosity
¦ -V « "a riesil- to know," and it's an essential quality for

The dictionary defines curiosity as a ocsu. .
~ I ¦ -lic^ 3rP a lot like 4-year-olds, always asking wny.

but,« can « cu^." ^ TV „« ma„ager Sco,,

|mportant or unusllal you, comrnu„lt.
Keep you, eyes and o, ^ ^ ^ ^ way t0

Cultivate your curiosity by taking nomng i i o1- s0rT1«thino etrikes vou as

scnoM „ T5te , ^ l:h"»"rep^ did
interesting or unexpected, i.y io .^an ^ The answers

you live Mi to find stones that other reporters ma, «« "» -
a„d chat „1!h .he

the time when we le on a uela t ,, ^ t-lkine about that's where
and we are absorbing what people around us aie caiing s^ ^ ^ the Tarnpa

Track Information

- - - -
rrril^lXar » - » * see „ ^ a to
be done.

rik for , ftesh angle oh a prediotable stor, that «e,»one .ill do, l.ke the taK-tHing

deadline or Veterans Z. Find someone ,n advance «d hmld ,onr stor, aropnd, perhaps a
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person from a segment of your community that is not often heard from in the news like

the poor or racial or ethnic minorities.

Don't give up if your story idea doesn't pan out immediately. If you think you've found

a potential story, keep working to develop it further. Good reporters often track ideas for

vj/oci/c KpfQr^ thsif s^orv begins fsks sh?os0 1

3E2yR
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To follow stones over time it's essential to be well organized. You'll need the equiva¬

lent of a basic calendar, a contact list and a future file. "I keep a big ExceUpreadsheei

with every story I've ever done, the date it aired and the (phone) numbers of people who

we contacted," says reporter Chris Conte of WTVF-TV in Nashville, Tennessee. "On slow

days go back and call those folks, see how they're doing and more than likely you II find

there's another story to tell."3 Many reporters use online programs like Google Drive,

Dropbox or ICIoud to store information like this so they can access it on any device at any

time and search it easily.

Reporter Chris Conte keeps track of his sources in a spreadsheet so he can easily find
their contact information. At his request, we removed all phone numbers mm this

excerpt, except for area codes.

Source: Courtesy of Chris Conte.

Some people still prefer to track information on paper, using a pocket planner or even

a wall calendar. Choose whatever system works for you-just be sure to use it and to update

it regularly, at least once a week. If possible, try to set aside a few minutes every morning

or evening to sort and save the information you've been collecting all day long. It takes time

to get organized and stay that way, but it's a habit that can save you on deadline.
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REPORTING TOOLS

Every story requires some research. On a breaking news story, you may not have time to do

much more than get directions before you head out to the scene, but you'ii probably need

some background before you're done. On the other hand, if you're being sent to a news

conference, you'll want to do some digging in advance so you can ask better questions and

identify materials you'll want to bring back. Where to begin?

Clips and Scripts

One of the basic research tools journalists use has not changed in a century: previ¬

ously published or broadcast stories are still a useful starting place. Most news organiza¬

tions maintain extensive story archives; some make them available online free or for a

fee. Many newsrooms subscribe to LexisNexis or Factiva, fee-based services that allow

for exhaustive searches of newspaper and magazine archives. Checking news.yahoo.com

or other news aggregators will give you the latest stories, and you can easily search for

news about specific topics or sign up for an email alert when new stories about that topic

are added.

Consider using a social bookmarking site like Delicious to create your own archive of

online stories. Other options like Evernote and Diigo not only save URLs but also clip

content so it's accessible even if the original story is taken down. Tag what you save by

topic and keyword, so you can easily find information later.

Social Media

Twitter, Facebook and other social media tools like Reddit have become a central part

of the daily newsgathering process for most journalists. In some ways, Twitter has become

the new scanner. Not only is it a source for breaking news, but officials use it for announce¬

ments. If you're not plugged in, you'll miss out, says KARE-TV news director Jane Helmke.

"You can't be a good reporter unless you are involved in the social media realm," says

Houston Chronicle editor Vernon Loeb. "You can't do your job without them. Social media

are where news often breaks first. They're a great way to cultivate sources, track events,

find experts, and to drive audiences to our journalism."4

TV anchor Amy Wood says she gets "lots of tips" via her social media sites. One of

her Twitter followers told her a hostage crisis at a local bank had been resolved before the

police announced it.

Module 2: Check
out a tip sheet for
journalists and a
video tutorial on
how to use Twitter.
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i-acebook, Google +, You lube, Instagram and many other site
viewers and finds story ideas.

wnere sm

s on I winer,

connects with

Source: Photo courtesy of Amy Wood.

"The people who follow you on Twitter are your most important assets," says Andy

Can/in,-who used social media to break news about uprisings in the Middle East for NPR,

"They can help you if you take the time to talk with them and learn who.you can trust."

As for Reddit, it's a proven source of story ideas. "I often see on Reddit what ends up

being a big trending home page story on Gawker two days later," says NPR's Elise Hu,

"They're also very quick on live breaking news."

Dozens of tools are available to discover what people are talking about on Twitter and to

follow trends by location, Google Trends is a quick way to see what people are searching for,

and services like What the Trend track the most-used hashtags on Twitter. Because Twitter

and Reddit are open platforms, you don't even need to join to find information. But journal¬

ists who have Twitter, Reddit and Facebook accounts can do a lot more. They can solicit story

ideas, find specific types of sources and get feedback on stories they're working on.

Let's say you are a reporter in Colorado, doing a story about autism. Because you know

that memorable stories are centered around interesting people, you want to find a family
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willing to talk about their personal experience dealing with the disorder. A Twitter search

turns up comments about autism from several users in your area. Reading through them

could provide you with a starting point for finding a family to interview.

Reporter Daniel Victor says social media were absolutely critical to a story he reported for

the Patriot-News in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, about a-planned school closing. Victor joined a

Facebook group for alumni from the school and posted a message explaining who he was and

I

lapp
RT a>:\ Reaching My Autistic Son Through Disney ¦

pyn/^sn'rhic^S" > inimense topic

is" i- '¦£¦¦¦ *¦ r'r".' F-.e-i-:1-?: :

SI Dorado S£0 h H-Ic- Hnci;? •

"Kew Autism'App Gives Kids Abiir:y ' -- - -rscu

Progress" by '5-Cs • -- =>

|| Ucmmn.. I Knew i shouici've stoppetf n jtting onions Defers [ rsad this:

Strange Brewing Co s: :L-.i,: -.Z

^   'T you have a sibling with Autism, this wo I 'eat support networking group.
They're meeting at Strange... fc.nsC-'.Vel

¦-'r n =evn:-:i ¦¦¦•¦

ykrei ai;£ilyi;rei W,*:
1 Autistic man is 'a prisoner' in Ottawa hospital aufismdsnynewssastcam/autistic-

te rrisn-L.. How about 'Man with Autism' person first ffekvays

rs.sply meT/Vs-s: fc -c/onis " Hzo:Su\ib

Searching Twitter for posts that include the word "autism" or "autistic" from users
within 15 miles of Denver turned up some potential sources for a local story. How
would you evaluate these sources?

Source: Twitter.com, https://twitter.com/search?q=autism%200R%20autistic%20near%3A%22denver%2C%20
colorado%22%20within%3A15mi&src=typd (accessed March 17, 2014).
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said, "it's amazing how much of a difference it made for my story. Every/body had a stake in it,

and for them to all be in one place, and for me to have access to that, that's pretty powerful."5

Reddit, known to fans as "the front page of the Internet," can help journalists find

everything from breaking news to original content. It can be confusing, and there are lots

of unwritten rules for participating in the online community. Violate them and you risk

being banned. But you don't have to join to check out the site, including threads called

subreddits on every topic imaginable, and "AMA" or "ask me anything" conversations with

newsmakers (www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/).

Location-based social media applications also can give journalists a leg up in break¬

ing news situations. Apps like Ban.jo and Geofeedia create a map of social media posts,

so you can quickly find people who have posted from a specific location.

Government data can add context to stories in a hurry. If a plane crashes in your area,

ror example, you can quickly go to the Federal Aviation Administration's website (www

.faa.gov) and compare the plane's tall number with tail numbers in a government database

of maintenance and repair problems. The information would be useful for a TV story, while

an online version would include a link to the original data,

A reverse phone directory is another type of online database that works like a super¬

charged phone book. Not only can you find phone numbers and addresses by typing in

someone's name, but you can also type in an address and pull up all the names of people or

businesses nearby, I his is particularly useful in breaking news situations when you are look¬

ing for people who might have pertinent information. Sites to try include Switchboard and

Anywho.

Once you've found a contact, pick up the phone and call. "The phone is still the most

important tool, where you call as many people as you can," says NBC News reporter Joe

Fryer. One person will refer you to someone else, and eventually you'll find someone you

want to interview or learn about an event you would never have heard of that provides great

visuals for your story.

Online maps provide invaluable data for reporters. Sites such as Mapquest and

Google Maps generate driving directions to help you get to a story quickly, and, unlike GPS

navigators, they can give you an advance feel for the lay of the land. They can help you

locate nearby businesses and provide an instant satellite or street-level image. Under¬

standing the geography might help you figure out a better vantage point for reporting or
shooting your story or suggest a location where you're likely to be able to go live. And

online maps can quickly be converted into graphics.


